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Abstract: A critical reflection on challenges encountered when conducting ethnography among the Phlong (Pwo) Karen migrant workers from Myanmar (Burma) in Thailand reveals the layered divisions intersecting the Karen. The Phlong have been little researched compared with the S’gaw and when they were, it was those in Thailand rather than in Burma where in-depth research opportunities were very limited for non-nationals under the military regime. The Phlong of Myanmar are part of the Karen ethnic minority but dominated by the more educated and outward-looking Christian S’gaw from the coastal areas. The unity of the Phlong and the S’gaw who have been upholders of the ‘Karen’ identity is a nineteenth century creation of the Christian missions and colonial administration. Nevertheless, this relationship kept the Karen insurgency against the Burmese government going till the 1990s when the Delta Christian S’gaw-dominated Karen National Union faced the defection by the newly-established Democratic Karen Buddhist Army. Historically engendered cleavages and hierarchies now work as structural barriers between the Buddhist Eastern Phlong of Myanmar and a white Christian researcher pursuing a PhD at a UK university. While the Christian S’gaw seemed to find me themselves, I struggled to locate learning aids for Phlong dialect and interpreters who would be fluent in Eastern Phlong and English. Since the Phlong have only recently started looking abroad for employment and education, I discovered I had to ditch my preconceptions of how an interpreter should be sourced and adopt a grassroots approach, looking for skills gained through practice rather than formal education.

Ironically, the act of doing fieldwork usually places the researcher in the position of being the Other. In the first minutes, hours, or even days of fieldwork most researchers feel trepidation about being an outsider, a stranger on the scene, looked upon with suspicion or even avoided. And in all fairness, the sense of being a stranger may never completely go away; it just becomes less pronounced as one’s work and presence become more commonplace.


Conducting ethnography should involve reinventing yourself interchangeably as an insider able to participate in the social setting researched and as an outsider distant enough so as to be able to reflect on it.³ Provided that access is granted, that is. Despite the abundance of good will and in the

¹ In the original article the name of the ethnic group was spelled ‘Plong’ but after a consultation with Mikael Gravers I have settled for ‘Phlong’ as rendering the word’s pronunciation more accurately.
² My fieldwork (September 2012-August 2013) was partly funded by a SOAS Fieldwork Award and a SOAS Centre of South East Asian Studies (CSEAS) Small Grant. My sincere thanks go to all my interviewees, interlocutors and assistants in the field – whether mentioned here or not – for their patience and help. All the names mentioned in the text are real, although not necessarily official names of persons who have agreed for them to be used. Robert H. Taylor, Martin T. Smith, Sa Shine, Busarin Lertchavalitsakul, Samak Kosem and two anonymous reviewers provided valuable critical comments on the draft of this article that hopefully helped to improve it.
absence of any purposeful hindrances, gaining access felt like an uphill struggle on many occasions during my fieldwork. I discovered that negotiating access to a field site is indeed a continuing process rather than a preparatory stage of research. In fact, restrictions to, diversions from and silences about my chosen group were so embedded that they actually seemed revealing.

My doctoral research project focuses on the Phlong (Pwo) Karen migrants from Myanmar (Burma) in Thailand. Plodding along through my year-long fieldwork, it became increasingly clearer to me why the Phlong have been relatively neglected in the otherwise rich field of ‘Karen studies’. My skin colour, my religion and my linguistic skills (especially the lack thereof) that made me an uncomfortable outsider among the Phlong Karen were quite an asset among their well-researched S’gaw ethnic cousins, many of whom were Christian and more educated. Reasons for this comparatively higher wall between my Phlong interlocutors and me seem to tell as much about the dynamics between the S’gaw and the Phlong as they do about my differences from them.

Who are the Karen – if they exist

The Karen are one of the best-researched transborder ethnic minority groups in mainland South East Asia. Scattered in the long wide strip extending from north to south along the rugged Thailand-Myanmar borderland, they have historically been mediators between the two rising lowland powers that eventually became today’s Thailand and Myanmar. Dwelling in between mountains and plains, they could also act as intermediaries between the Thai, B’mar or Mon lowlanders and the upland peoples recently rediscovered as ‘Zomia’— Akha, Hmong, Lahu, Lisu and others.

In a broad sense, the term ‘Karen’ is applied to diverse groups speaking related but not necessarily mutually intelligible languages such as the S’gaw, Phlong, Pa-O, Bwe, Kayah (Karenni),

---


5 In 1989, Burmese military government passed a law requiring the international use of Burmese place names in the country instead of the names inherited from the colonial era or given by the country’s numerous ethnic minorities. I use those Burmese names, with the previous versions in brackets when mentioned for the first time. The law also insisted that the country be called ‘Myanmar’ for official purposes, the literary form of its Burmese name. I use ‘Myanmar’ to refer to the post-1989 Burmese state.


Kayan etc. In the Karenic languages, however, there is no word equivalent to the English ‘Karen’\(^8\) that came into circulation in the nineteenth century during the British conquest of Burma (1824-1885) and stems from the originally derogatory Burmese/Mon \textit{ka}yin and Thai \textit{kariang}, synonyms to ‘wild’ or ‘slave.’\(^9\) It is now recognised that these tribes, discovered to be related by the British and American ethnographers, probably did not feel particular affinity before colonisation – at least not to the extent that they would see themselves as one ‘nation’. Unsurprisingly thus, the question whether such a group actually exists has been raised.\(^10\)

In today’s use, ‘Karen’ usually only refers to the two groups of the Karenic family – the S’gaw and the Phlong\(^{11}\) – considered to be the most numerous. The latter are more frequently called by a S’gaw word ‘Pwo’ rather than ‘Phlong’ (‘human being’) as they call themselves. \textit{Pwa k’nyaw} – the word that S’gaw use to refer to themselves – also means ‘humans.’\(^{12}\) These terms were not used in the sense of ‘Karen’ before the advent of colonialism that gave rise to Karen nationalism in Burma.

Within the Karen nationalist movement, the S’gaw tended to speak for the Phlong from the nineteenth century till the 1990s, often falling silent on the question of which language should be this one unifying ‘Karen’ language.\(^{13}\) Many outside observers seemed to have accepted the S’gaw claim to representing ‘all the Karen’. Harry H. Marshall, one of the prominent ethnographers of the Karen (who, like many others, happened to be a Christian missionary) wrote in 1920: “I am convinced that in the main the Sgaw exhibit the general characteristics that are truly Karen in the broadest sense of the term.”\(^{14}\)

---


\(^{11}\) In literature, S’gaw and Phlong are also called Sgaw or Sakaw and Plone or Phlon because it is difficult to convey the Burmese-Karen sound that falls between the ‘k’ and ‘g’ and the nasal ‘n’. Although this is not the most usual version, I opt for ‘S’gaw’ (except when quoting someone else) due to the silent ‘a’, same as in B’mar, more frequently called Bamar or – in older texts – Burmans.


\(^{13}\) For some examples see Falla, \textit{True Love and Bartholomew}, 232.

The foundations of S’gaw hegemony silencing the other groups of Karen were laid under the British colonial government. The data of the colonial population censuses suggested that the S’gaw made up the majority of the Karen.\textsuperscript{15} Underpinned by the primordial nationalist thinking and reducing each subject into one of the ready-made ‘ethnic’ shelves, such surveys were problematic in Burma.\textsuperscript{16} The proportion of the Phlong must have been seriously underestimated because the Buddhists among them were recorded as ‘Burmans’\textsuperscript{17} (B’mar). Perhaps the combination ‘Buddhist Karen’ was unthinkable to the colonisers who knew the Karen as the early and eager converts to Christianity. Or perhaps it was because the Phlong, living on the plains and thus more interspersed with the B’mar, tended to speak more Burmese than Phlong.\textsuperscript{18} Even now the numbers of the (Burmese) Karen are obscure and contentious, with estimates ranging from three to seven million, depending on the source.\textsuperscript{19} And to this day the belief that the ‘real’ Karen cannot be Buddhists has some adherents.

**The vocal S’gaw and the voiceless Phlong**

Under colonial rule, higher numbers of S’gaw, especially those living in the Ayeyarwady (Irrawaddy) delta, converted to Christianity and profited from missionary education, achieving leading positions in pre-independence Burma. Seen as allies by the colonial British government and as stooges by the Buddhist B’mar majority, the educated Christian S’gaw from Lower Burma became leaders and guardians of ‘Karen’ identity.\textsuperscript{20} With Burma’s independence – under B’mar leadership – looming

---

\textsuperscript{15} Based on the 1901 and 1911 Census of India data (the latter did not distinguish between the two groups), Marshall estimated the number of S’gaw in Burma and Siam (Thailand) at 550,000 as opposed to 535,000 Phlong (including another Karennic group of Pa-o). Marshall, *Karen People of Burma*, 3. See also Hamilton, *Pwo Karen*, 13-14; Martin T. Smith. *Burma: Insurgency and the Politics of Ethnicity*, revised and updated edition (London: Zed Books, 1999), 460.


\textsuperscript{17} Renard, “Studying Peoples Often Called Karen,” 8; Smith, *Burma*, 30.


\textsuperscript{19} Ardeth Maung Thawnghmung, *The “Other” Karen in Myanmar: Ethnic Minorities and the Struggle without Arms* (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2012), xvii; Anders Baltzer Jorgensen, foreword to *The Karen People of Burma: A Study in Anthropology and Ethnology* (Bangkok: White Lotus Press, 1997 [1922]), i. All ethno-religious statistics in Myanmar are contentious and so is the implementation of the 2014 survey – see Transnational Institute, “Ethnicity Without Meaning.” In Thailand, up to 500,000 Karen are now thought to live in the Northern Highlands as the most numerous Thailand’s ‘hill tribe’. See Claudio Delang, preface to *Living at the Edge of Thai Society: The Karen in the Highlands of Northern Thailand*, 2003, xiii.

\textsuperscript{20} However, the Phlong claim guardianship of the ancient Karen traditions – see Falla, *True Love and Bartholomew*, 16. For example, the Phlong have developed the dong dance – Min Zin, “Karen
after the Second World War, the expectations of these Karen who already saw themselves as an independent nation under the wing of the British were shattered. In 1948, a Karen rebellion led (though not exclusively) by the Delta Christian S’gaw but relying on Buddhist Phlong support flared up.

Although gradually splintering away, the Karen National Union (KNU) was able to mount formidable resistance to the Burma Army until the early 1990s. But then the heretofore invisible Phlong-speaking Buddhists took flight from the Christian S’gaw revolution. Their grievances took the shape of the Democratic Karen Buddhist Army (DKBA) that allied itself with the military government. The KNU leadership eventually had to retreat to Thailand, joining the hundreds of thousands of refugees in the camps along the border. However, the KNU and DKBA, both prominent reference points for the Karen, retained a rather mixed membership after the split and their binary alone does not explain the diffused and shifting Karen cultural leadership where many other players such as prominent Buddhist monks also claim followers.21

The ‘political’ flows of migration into Thailand have been well publicised by the KNU sympathisers. In contrast, the parallel and interrelated process of ‘economic’ migration of the Karen has been more creeping and silent in nature. Within the past two decades, the Phlong from the villages deeper inside the Kayin (Karen) State that were pacified by the Burma Army earlier than the border areas have become the dominant migrant labour force in Bangkok. They now make up a significant share of the estimated three million Burmese migrant workers in Thailand.22 Although whole Karen villages have come to rely on employment in Thailand, the Karen refugees who had fled the Burma Army attacks may still look down on them. Given that S’gaw Christians are overrepresented among the refugees and most of the migrant workers are Phlong Buddhists, the ‘class division’, roughly coinciding with the religious and linguistic cleavages, lives on even among the Karen exodus in Thailand.

Through the portrayal of the plight of Christians in Burma, the KNU leadership was able to attract many supporters from abroad. In the words of Benedict Rogers from Christian Solidarity Worldwide: “Although the majority of Karen are still either Buddhist or Animist, they are often

---


22 Official numbers are much lower but this is an estimate that many activists give, e.g. during my interview at [Burmese] Migrant Worker Rights Network in Samut Sakhorn, Thailand, 5th June 2013.
considered a “Christian tribe”. Most of the leadership of the Karen resistance is Christian.”

Again, unverifiable estimates abound, with the KNU and the Baptists (the dominant Christian denomination) claiming 30 or even 40% Christians among the Karen in Burma but 15-20% is more realistic. The percentage of Christians is much higher among the S’gaw and urban or Delta residents. The reason why the Delta S’gaw were more receptive to Christianity could be that, as non-literate animists, they had very low social status in the pre-colonial Burmese Buddhist kingdoms, whereas conversion offered free missionary education and further avenues of advancement.

Thus the Karen insurgency basically followed the pattern already established in the nineteenth century. Christians took up the leadership of the Karen, thereby assuming the right to define who was worthy to be called a Karen and who was too ‘Burmanised’. The Delta S’gaw Christian-dominated KNU has tended to claim the right to speak for all the Karen but neither its ranks nor the refugee populations in Thailand displaced by the conflict were representative of the whole range of options available to the Karen. According to one estimate, only as little as one tenth of the (Burmese) Karen may have joined the insurgency when it started. Many Phlong and S’gaw living inside Myanmar or toiling abroad as migrant workers as well as most of the Thailand’s Karen, did not identify with KNU’s struggle. Even in Twante, a small town in the Delta where the KNU rebellion originally started, I met two older S’gaw Karen who had served in the Burma Army and were sent to fight the Karen insurgents.

**Paying my respects to pastors and monks**

In April 2012, I visited Hpa-an (Pa-an), the capital of the Kayin State in Myanmar for the first time. I was lucky that even before this trip Agnes Aye Htun, a Kayah (Karenni) from Myanmar I knew in Bangkok, had already put me in touch with a young community leader among the Phlong Karen in

---

Bangkok. Sa Shine was a curious outlier among the Phlong as well as a unifying link. The coordinator of the Phlong migrant worker learning centre that later became one of my scattered research sites told me that Sa Shine was “the only Christian I have”. Not only was he Christian, he was also a son of a Bible school teacher and himself a Baptist preacher, while everybody else in the learning centre was Buddhist. As I was just starting to grasp my ‘constituency’, Sa Shine made it clear: “You’ve got to understand that Christian Pwo can only be like me – of S’gaw-Pwo mixed origin or S’gaw brought up in a Pwo community.” Throughout my fieldwork, his hypothesis proved right about the Eastern Phlong who, like Sa Shine, were from the Kayin State rather than the Delta.29

Had I not known Sa Shine, my understanding about the Karen may have stayed dangerously skewed. In his early 30s, he already belongs to the new generation of Karen who want to move on from the sectarian past and to reconcile the different factions. And had he not recommended his Buddhist friend, also a community leader who became one of my gatekeepers in Hpa-an, my access to Buddhist Karen networks may have been even more complicated than it proved to be. Both in Myanmar and in Thailand, I found it much easier to access the Burmese Christian networks.

To make matters worse, I had almost no practical knowledge of Buddhism at the beginning of my fieldwork. For me, Buddhism was something I had read about in books but I did not understand how that comprehensive cosmology translated into actual rituals meaningful to its followers in a South East Asian context. I knew about ‘Buddhist New Year’ or ‘Water Festival’ (Thingyan in Burmese and Songkran in Thai) but not the religious meaning of it or any other holidays making up the Buddhist year and month cycle. I was a complete beginner in Vipassana meditation widely practiced in Burma, especially around Thingyan, but discouraged by Christian priests. I would take off shoes in a pagoda but I did not know how, for example, one should behave next to a Buddhist monk.

For a non-Buddhist female, it was not straightforward. As a woman, you are not supposed to ever touch a monk, even when handing something to him. As a Christian, how much do you submit to the Buddhist ritual? When Buddhists salute a monk by prostrating three times in front of him, what was I to do? I had no definite answers and was confused each time. When I followed the ritual, I could sense that my interlocutors were pleased and saw me as a ‘cultured’ person versed in the local conventions. But the bows were meant to honour the Buddha, the dhamma (Buddha’s

As usual, there are no reliable statistics but my conversations with Christian pastors in the Hpa-an area have returned these estimates: 10% of the Kayin State population could be Christian as opposed to 25% in the Delta and 4-6% of the Phlong could be Christian. A ‘triple minority’ (Christians among the predominantly Buddhist Phlong dominated by the S’gaw in a B’mar-dominated country) the Christian Eastern Phlong are nevertheless an active community also trying to carve their own separate niche in the multipolar field of ‘Karen-ness’.

29
teachings) and the sangha (the monkhood). I had also heard that there was special vocabulary in Thai and in Burmese that one should use to address the monks but I was not as proficient. Nor did I know how those hierarchy-producing terms should convert into the egalitarian English ‘speak’ that I reverted to in the field. Hence I relied heavily on lay Buddhist mediators to arrange interviews with monks and, once it was arranged, to interpret for me.

Although monks were not my main interviewees, they are important gatekeepers and knowledge guardians in the deeply Buddhist Phlong community. They are even more prominent than the Christian ministers in their respective realms where, being a Catholic, I felt at ease. In those circles, I was free to socialise with Baptist, Anglican, Catholic, Seventh Day Adventist pastors and priests as they spoke at least some English, I understood their rituals and was happy to take part in them. These ministers were also interested in a fellow Christian from Europe – seen as a rarity sometimes, e.g. in the Burmese circles in Mae Sot where most foreign volunteers and employees showed no interest in morning or evening prayers, saying grace before meals and Sunday services or ridiculed their colleagues’ fright of ghosts. Even though all I could actively join in was the occasional hymn in English, my attempts to take part in the communal activities were welcome and further participation in Sunday services, birthday prayers or ‘home cell’ gatherings encouraged.

I was grateful for this acceptance but at times it made me feel tangled in Christian networks, remaining an outsider for Buddhists. Jonathan Falla who conducted ethnography inside the KNU-held area commented on a similar predicament of unequal access: “I am not a Christian, but I was there at the invitation of a political and military elite that is dominated by Christians [...] My image was fixed [...] and I need not have wondered why I never got close to the poorer, forest-dwelling animists who kept themselves to themselves and for whom this war and its pan-Karenist leadership have at best an uncertain appeal.”

Even Ardeth Maung Thawnghmung, herself an S’gaw Baptist, has mostly interviewed the Christian S’gaw for her book on the ‘other’, ‘non-KNU’ Karen, citing “their role and significance in the emergence of collective Karen identity” and her “easy access to this community.”

Sometimes the hospitality of the Christians felt like an inadvertent attempt to divert my efforts. The educated Christian S’gaw were articulate in their views and eager to share their stories. Two respected elderly Christian S’gaw-origin community leaders told me that the Buddhist Karen were no longer Karen – they were already ‘Burmanised’. What about the animists? They were just like the Buddhists, said one of them. As if in agreement, the Buddhist Phlong I interviewed often

30 Falla, True Love and Bartholomew, 288.  
seemed to dismiss themselves as ‘worthy subjects’ of any research. Unlike the Christian S’gaw leaders, the Phlong were not used to talking about themselves to outsiders, as if they did not have a vocabulary\textsuperscript{32} to do so.

**Looking for non-existent dictionaries**

Sharing some part of identity, though important, with the Christian S’gaw did not break down other barriers. The most prominent among those was my own linguistic inadequacy to the task I had taken up. And although I did not become any more proficient in the S’gaw dialect than in Phlong in the course of my research (relying on English or basic Thai when unaccompanied), there were more opportunities to pick up the former than the latter.

My fascination with the linguistic complexity of the Karen started before my fieldwork, at the SOAS library. My search for Karen language learning aids returned curious results. I came across a few books on the S’gaw Karen language. Online glossaries were also for S’gaw. As for Phlong, all I managed to get my hands on was a thin yellowing textbook published in Rangoon by American Baptist Press almost a century ago\textsuperscript{33}. It was missionary-oriented and pushed to master the Burmese-based script immediately, which I did not succeed in until after my fieldwork. Still hopeful at the time, I took photocopies from the book with me when leaving for Asia.

In Bangkok, I showed the sheets to the coordinator of a Phlong Karen migrant worker learning centre where unschooled children of the migrant workers, among other things, were taught the Phlong script. To my surprise, she could not read it and turned to the teacher of Phlong language. After scrutinising the Karen text, the teacher’s verdict was the same: it was ‘father’s side’ (S’gaw) rather than ‘mother’s side’ (Phlong) Karen.\textsuperscript{34} Later Sa Shine who knew both dialects clarified the matter – it was the *Christian* Phlong script, not the same as that taught at the predominantly Buddhist-attended learning centre or in Karen monasteries in Myanmar.

The imbalance in literature I had read before my fieldwork did not prepare me for the diversity I discovered. I had read that, despite Catholic missionaries’ experiments among Thailand’s Karen with Thai and Latin scripts, the main way to become literate in Karen was to master the


\textsuperscript{34} Another misunderstanding happened when I asked a S’gaw-origin Christian in Mae Sot claiming to speak both S’gaw and Phlong dialects to teach me some Phlong. When I later tried using the phrases learned, the Phlong told me they were S’gaw – perhaps because my teacher was from the Delta where the S’gaw dialect is said to be closer to the (Western) Phlong rather than the (Eastern) Phlong spoken around Hpa-an that I needed.
Burmese-origin S’gaw writing system. It was invented for the previously non-literate Karen in the 1830s by the American Baptist missionary Jonathan Wade. His colleague Francis Mason also devised a Phlong version still used in Phlong Christian hymn books or Bible editions. Nowadays in Myanmar, varieties of the S’gaw and Phlong script that are taught in the Buddhist monasteries (but not at state schools) also exist. Frustrated with this layered heterogeneity of Karen vernaculars and scripts, my interviewee in Bangkok, a bright Phlong community leader, once exclaimed “Who did this to us?!” as if suspecting an ill-will intervention. Yet the outside intervention was originally aimed at creating unity – the Christian missionaries were dreaming of ‘welding the Karen’ into ‘a lovely nation’.

This ‘inner’ diversity is hardly discernible from outside Myanmar. But the situation has been changing recently and the Phlong are trying to speak for themselves. For example, just recently localised initiatives started compiling Buddhist Phlong vocabularies as opposed to those using the Christian spellings. During my third trip to Hpa-an in April 2013, I received an Eastern Phlong-Burmese-English thematic dictionary “Phlon Classified Words” probably published in 2011. Mu Tyhee, one of my assistants in Bangkok, used a Burmese-Eastern Phlong dictionary – perhaps the first of its kind – compiled for a project.

Since the S’gaw have been constructed as the majority group, their dialect has been promoted as a lingua franca among the Karen – for example, by the Baptist missionaries. Christian education created a mostly S’gaw elite who were supposed to mediate between the Karen and the outside world. After all, it was the Delta S’gaw Christian converts who came into the earliest and closest relationship with the American Baptist missionaries and the British colonial government – to

the extent that they have been called the founding parents (by extension) of all the Karen. S’gaw literature proliferated at the hands of the missionaries in the form of Christian readings, the first Karen periodical and even a ‘Thesaurus of Karen Knowledge.’ If other groups of Karen sought education through the missionary school network, they were most likely to become fluent in S’gaw.

**Interpreting the interpreters**

Until now, in contexts nurturing bilingualism, it is usually the Phlong who speak S’gaw rather than vice versa. However, even though some S’gaw are not aware of that, their dominance is geographically patchy. The S’gaw make up the majority along the Thai-Burmese border around Mae Sot or Mae Sariang and the few Phlong there tend to be bilingual at least. But the residents in rural environs of Hpa-an do not speak S’gaw unless they are from mixed families. On the other hand, only the eldest villagers with no formal education know no Burmese, the use of which the proximity of Hpa-an and contact with Myanmar state institutions necessitates. Migrants from this area living in Greater Bangkok are native speakers of Phlong but as they nurture ethnic networks, they hardly ever use Burmese.

In my search for a decent interpreter, the S’gaw predominance became an increasingly tangible fact. Having chosen to focus on the Phlong, I hoped to interview them in their mother tongue. Yet finding someone who would be fluent both in Phlong and English as well as available for lengthy in-depth interviewing proved to be a real challenge. As our research tutor had advised, I would have also wished to work with someone who had social science background and thus an understanding of how social research is conducted but I discovered that it was too much to ask in my situation.

In Bangkok, I lived in a neighbourhood heavily infused with students from Myanmar studying in English-language programmes so at first finding an assistant did not seem a daunting task. However, I soon discovered that students of Karen origin were mostly S’gaw or Kayah rather than Phlong. Moreover, the Phlong (unlike some S’gaw) were mostly studying more practical and

---


42 For example, Karenni (now called Kayah) Christians would go for education to missionary S’gaw-language schools – Alonzo Bunker, *Sketches from the Karen Hills* (New York: Fleming H. Revell, 1910), 74.

applicable subjects than anthropology, sociology or political science. And even those who seemed suitable and willing at first would not stay for long – either because they found the job too difficult or because their English skills could be marketed for much more than I could afford to pay.

My first assistant was a Christian S’gaw Karen student from the Thai-Burma borderland rather than Hpa-an. She was fluent in Burmese, English and Thai but spoke little Phlong. When contacting the interviewees by phone on my behalf, she used Burmese instead. When she soon quit, I approached my neighbour from Kayin State. Of mixed S’gaw-Phlong background and with a first degree in English from Hpa-an under her belt, she seemed a promising candidate. She said she knew both dialects but when it came to interviewing, she again opted for Burmese. Speaking Burmese came as more natural to her: she would fire words onto our interlocutors so fast that they later complained to her successor. Coming from a well-to-do Seventh Day Adventist family paying for her studies abroad, she also found it difficult to identify with the Buddhist migrant workers toiling for their living and trying to support their families back in Myanmar.

By then I had come to the conclusion that S’gaw was a dominant ‘gene’ suppressing the ‘recessive’ Phlong component. My next assistant, another MA student with a first degree from Hpa-an, was from a Phlong family. He spoke both Burmese and Phlong but again was more used to Burmese as he hailed from the town of Hpa-an rather than a village. When I pointed out that he conversed in Burmese to another Phlong during an interview, he replied: “We [the Phlong] speak Pwo Karen when we want to get closer, when we want to talk about serious things.” To me discussing a person’s life story seemed a situation serious and intimate enough.

This way I learned that the urban/rural divide was also important. So when he also quit, I turned to a migrant worker from the same learning centre who had learned spoken English while working for foreigner families in Bangkok and was now teaching it to others. Herself from a village near Hpa-an, Nan Sandar Aye could sympathise with our interviewees and engage them in their native variety of Phlong. Having studied in Hpa-an and spent around ten years working in Thailand, she was also fluent in Burmese and Thai, which was an asset in situations where long-timers were switching between Phlong and Thai as they pleased, while peppering in some Burmese to make up for the lack of accepted terms for, say, state institutions in Phlong.

After Nan Sandar Aye left Bangkok to join a community training programme in Mae Sot, I started working with Mu Tyhee and her friend who had just come back from one. Also a long-timer in Thailand, Mu Tyhee was not confident about her Thai and English (for no good reason, to my mind), but she bonded with our Phlong informants and corrected mistakes left by another interpreter. Her own vast experience of shuttling between Kayin State and Bangkok helped to plug the many gaps in my understanding of Phlong migration to Thailand. Meanwhile, her friend’s near-
native fluency in Thai had already started eroding her command of her native Phlong, pointing to the very fine balance in multilingualism.

My adventures with interpreters in Hpa-an also suggested strongly in favour of such assistants who had been through the same migration experience rather than those with academic credentials. My first helper had worked in Thailand and studied in a migrant school in Mae Sot before coming back to his village. Not only was he more able to literally understand where our interviewees were coming from, but his English was also better than his successor’s, who had only studied in Myanmar since teaching there often reminded of Buddhist chanting in a chorus.

By trial and error, I discovered what Axel Borchgrevink had advised in his exploration on the little-discussed use of interpreters in anthropological research. Despite warning that they may have multiple loyalties, Borchgrevink recommended working with local interpreters. In my case these were Eastern Phlong migrant workers themselves. However, although originally not intended, working with so many people who differed in various aspects of their identity was a learning process in itself. As successive interpreters checked the quality of each other’s translation, not only did I eventually discover what arrangement worked best, but their differences each time also highlighted some new characteristics in the group I was researching.

**Shifting hierarchies of knowledge**

The structural barriers I faced made me acutely aware of the ‘internal’ complexity of the group usually subsumed under the blanket term of ‘Karen’. From a foreigner’s point of view, Eastern Phlong have long been conspicuous by their voicelessness. The previously marginalised animist Delta S’gaw became outward-looking as they managed to turn their fortunes around with missionary education and civil service careers. To an outsider, they were the only ones visible at the helm of the Karen nation. Meanwhile, the Eastern Phlong indigenous to the Hpa-an plains were already Buddhist and, as Saw Miketar and another Phlong migrant in Bangkok told me commenting on the presentation of my fieldwork, the only education they saw as worthy of achieving was studying the Buddhist scriptures. Living in the villages, the Phlong fed themselves through the work of their hands. If they needed advice, they would go and ask a monk. The Phlong are still ready to admit their lack of sophistication, mocking themselves as *thaung nah* – the ‘thick ears’ who would not listen to anyone’s instructions and stick to their own ways.

45 “Depending on whether an interpreter is male or female, rich or poor, or differs along other fundamental dimensions, different aspects are likely to be emphasized in the translation.” Borchgrevink, “Silencing Language,” 113, also see 104 and 110.
Living as an ethnic minority embroiled in a long-term civil conflict started by the Delta Christian elite, they faced layers of double subjugation in Myanmar, itself a country isolated for decades. Those who escape the Burmese oppression and the dominance of the S’gaw in the Thai-Burma borderland to the anonymous urban jungles of Bangkok, still face discrimination from the Thai. Along with religious, linguistic, local and socio-economic differences, the hierarchies of knowledge intersect the Burmese Karen population. My own lack of knowledge about the Phlong as well as my unhelpful status as a PhD candidate in London, the former colonial metropolis, exacerbated the situation. All these relative hierarchies of knowledge towered like a tangible wall between me and my informants when I could not find a Phlong dictionary or secure a suitable interpreter. I failed at the latter at the beginning because I was looking through the networks of education instead of those at the grassroots.

However, as Myanmar is opening up to the world, so are the Phlong. While the Burmese Christian S’gaw political scientist and ethnographer Ardeth Maung Thawnghmung is already publishing books, the first generation of Eastern Phlong is now studying abroad and those in and around Hpa-an are keen to learn English. With the help of my gatekeepers and assistants, my initial challenges also proved to be malleable. I did not become an insider and probably never will for all the same reasons. However, similarities, like differences, always abound. In other words, as Temple and Edwards note: “It is impossible to set up stable definitions of ‘them and us’ as there are many borders of fluctuating significance.” When the Phlong migrants or returnees would wonder why I was interested in the life of the simple people, I would tell them that my father had also left Lithuania a decade ago and was working in the UK, initially in lowly jobs because of his poor English. As Marie D. Price’s insight quoted at the beginning of this article suggests, the feeling of strangeness eventually wears off. As time went by and I stuck around, I hope to have become accepted as a nonthreatening Other.
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